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The Colorado BFRO's Bigfoot Town Hall
Meeting on June 17 in Estes Park will focus on
elk hunter witnesses and the areas in Colorado
where they have been able to observe bigfoots
from a distance for several minutes.

The sightings by Colorado elk hunters are
typically the longest duration sightings in North
America, mainly because the tree cover in the
Rockies is much less dense than in the Pacific
Northwest or the Appalachians.

In the Rockies bigfoots can be spotted from a
distance without them being aware of it, and
thus could be videotaped for an extended
period.

Bigfoots have been stalking elk in
Colorado for thousands of years.
They will undoubtedly return to the
same mountainous elk meadows
every season. In this context, old
sightings are just as valuable as
recent sightings.

This meeting will be a serious
gathering with a defined objective.
There will be a lot of ground to
cover in the process.

Elk hunter eye-witnesses,
veteran Colorado bigfoot
researchers, and well-equipped
wildlife photographers will put their
heads together to identify the
most promising areas and times
of year for long range
video/photos.



During the meeting Google Earth aerial
imagery will be examined for the areas where
elk hunters had extended observations from a
distance.

The 3D feature of Google Earth makes it easy
to identify points along slopes which would
afford commanding views over elk grazing
meadows.

In these areas drones can be put to great use
in Spring and Winter looking for sasquatch
trackways in snow. When the sun is at low
angle their trackways become more
conspicuous and distinctive and can be
spotted from a mile away, literally.

Dennis Pfohl is the local organizer
and host for this meeting. Among his
credits: 
* He has led all BFRO expeditions in
Colorado for more than a decade. 
* He knows more bigfoot hotspots in
Colorado than anyone (and how to
get there). 
* He has on his laptop the best video
clips of bigfoots ever obtained --
clips which have never been

broadcast on TV or displayed on the Internet (and never will be ; long story ...).

Meeting Date: Saturday, June 17, 2017

Time: 11:30am - 5:00pm

Trout Haven -- Moraine Event Center

800 Moraine Avenue, Estes Park, CO

Organizer: Dennis Pfohl

The meeting is open to the public but seating is limited. Tickets will sell out long
before the event date so tickets should be purchased sooner rather than later if
you plan to attend.

CLICK HERE to purchase tickets.

http://bfro.net/
http://www.bfro.net/news/townhalls/colorado/tickets_colorado.asp
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